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Rutherglen Today




























Morning fog patches. Mostly sunny afternoon. SW winds
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Rain?
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Vol.









< 1mm





























S. Wind









3.7 km/h














Humidity
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Weekly Forecast









			MIN	MAX	RAIN		OUTLOOK
	Thursday		4	22	5%	< 1mm	Morning fog patches. Sunny afternoon. SW winds
	Friday		2	22	5%	< 1mm	Mostly sunny. SE winds tending W'ly
	Saturday		2	23	5%	< 1mm	Mostly sunny. SE winds tending W'ly
	Sunday		3	24	10%	< 1mm	Morning fog patches. Mostly sunny afternoon. SE winds tending N'ly
	Monday		5	23	30%	< 1mm	Mostly cloudy. SE winds tending SW
	Tuesday		5	24	10%	< 1mm	Mostly sunny. SE winds tending SW
	Wednesday		5	24	30%	< 1mm	Mostly sunny. SE/SW winds







































 









 

































Chat with our Visitor Services team.,
powered by LiveChat























 



















Explore Rutherglen's Wineries























































We acknowledge the original custodians of these lands. The people of the rivers and the hills have walked these lands for thousands of years as well as today,

and we pay respects to the elders of the past, present and emerging.
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Accommodation


Perhaps there’s something in the water. Generation after generation continue to make Rutherglen home. The beautiful surroundings, fresh air and relaxed temperament may also have something to do with it. Much like the wines though, Rutherglen’s accommodation options aren’t done by halves.

Seek & Explore
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Short Walks with a Story


Every story has a walk and every walk has a story. Explore the many easy trails with stunning views of grapevines, bright yellow canola fields, awe-inspiring, ancient River Red Gums. Places with deep connections to First Australians and to the pioneers of wine.

Seek & Explore
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Ride


Bike trails around Rutherglen connect wineries to cellar doors and historically significant landmarks to special moments in time. Romantic riverbank afternoons are made easy by the gentle geography of the area.

Seek & Explore
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Food


What’s wine without food? Pretty good you say. Well, when it’s with food it’s really good. When that food is grown, reared, produced and made with little to no food miles, then it’s excellent. World-class chefs and super-proud bakers vie for your attention in and around Rutherglen.

Seek & Explore
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Wine


Beginning over 160 years ago, the first farmers and winemakers began planting and experimenting with the land around Rutherglen. And while for many it was the promise of gold deep in the ground, the true wealth, it would be said was found in the top few inches of rich, loamy soil.

Seek & Explore
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Muscat Mile


It’s time to venture to the dark side, and discover Muscat of Rutherglen; a secret drink that sits somewhere between a wine and spirit. There is nothing quite like it anywhere in the world – rich, complex, mysterious and full of flavour. 

Seek & Explore






































Find Your Activity









There are so many things to do, events to enjoy, and ways to explore Rutherglen, whether imbibing some of the world’s best fortifieds along the Muscat Mile or cheering on the rowers at Australia’s oldest regatta. See below to discover it all.
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Grove & Sculpture Walk at Gooramadda Olives


A serene walk around the olive and caper groves. Follow the track to the top of the hill and on…



More Info
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The Cellar Door Loop


• Starting at the Rutherglen Wine Experience, set out along the sealed rail trail. A gentle 9km takes you through…



More Info
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Bike Hire at Rutherglen


Bike hire is available at the Rutherglen Visitor Information Centre. They have all-purpose touring bikes of different sizes and two…



More Info
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Portals Into Rutherglen


Arts Rutherglen has commenced an exciting and innovative new project; using street art to brighten up the doors and windows…



More Info
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Anderson Winery


Howard Anderson established Anderson Winery in 1993, after 30 years experience in the industry – including 15 years as winemaker…



More Info
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Morris of Rutherglen


At Morris they have been making world renowned fortified wines since 1859. Over six generations of craftsmanship in winemaking, blending…



More Info
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Muscat – Taste the History Tour


The Chambers family are giving you the opportunity to learn the age-old fortified winemaking process with the winemaker. Indulge in…



More Info
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Lake King Walk


Lake King was formed in the late 1860s. Its original purpose was to provide the town’s water supply, it also…



More Info
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The Muscat Mile No. 3 Cofield Wines


Cofield Wines is a boutique, family owned and operated winery located in the heart of the Rutherglen wine region. The…



More Info
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The Muscat Mile No. 8 Pfeiffer Wines


You’re doing this experience alongside barrels that were reparation payments from WW1, tasting wines two generations in the making and…



More Info
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Three Chain Road


A boutique gin distillery in the heart of wine country. Three Chain Road features four signature gins; muscat gin, shiraz…



More Info
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grace. bar + eatery


grace. is a small bar + eatery set within a charming heritage building on rutherglen’s historic main street. featuring a…



More Info
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Winter Graze


Embrace winter and celebrate the King’s Birthday long weekend at Campbells Wines of Rutherglen. Unwind at cellar door by the…



More Info
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Rutherglen – Chiltern


On top of world-class wines, Rutherglen offers boundless gravel cycling winding through farmland and sweeping native bush. Weave through open…



More Info
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Campbells Wines of Rutherglen


At Campbells visitors can enjoy the distinctive wines of Rutherglen resulting from five generations of tradition, experience and a dedication…



More Info
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Lake King Wetlands at Rutherglen


Lake King was formed in the late 1860’s, its original purpose to provide the town’s water supply. Today, it is…



More Info
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Rutherglen Apex Park


Apex Park in Rutherglen has a well equipped playground and skate park with a small bike circuit for the little…



More Info
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De Bortoli Rutherglen Estate


The landmark, historic building was originally built as cellars by Seppelt’s Wines, in 1886. It now houses the De Bortoli…



More Info
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Rutherglen Rotary Country Fair


The Rutherglen Country Fair is one of the largest regional markets in Victoria with more than 250 stalls stretching the…



More Info
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Rutherglen to Wahgunyah 9km


In a wine region blessed with abundant sunshine, and long languid summers a ride along the Murray to Mountains Rail…



More Info
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Winemakers of Rutherglen takes a regional approach to sustainable winegrowing and winemaking practices. Our investment in the Sustainable Winegrowing Australia Program is testament to our ongoing commitment in ensuring that we leave our land in better shape for future generations.















WINEMAKERS OF RUTHERGLEN



























History










From Generation to Generation









It has been said that while Rutherglen was founded as a gold rush town, the real wealth existed in the few inches of topsoil, made rich and fertile by the Murray River and Lake Moodemere.

For more than 160 years winemakers and their families have called Rutherglen home and this special layer of dirt has produced vineyards and internationally acclaimed wines, from fortifieds and complex reds to new styles and varietals by a new and adventurous generation of makers and minds, staking their claim on the luscious soil.










Discover More
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How to Find Us









Only 300kms from Melbourne and 600kms from Sydney, Rutherglen is accessible by road, by air into Albury and by rail to Wangaratta.












 























Walking through our gate is an invitation to share in the richness of our lives, the beauty of our landscape, and the bounty of Estate Grown produce.









Michael Chambers, LAKE MOODEMERE ESTATE



























Can't Find It? Use Our Search
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@ExploreRutherglen
 



















Rev your engines and get ready for the ultimate weekend at the Rutherglen Rumble! 

Saturday kicks off with a swap meet from 8:00am – 4:00pm, followed by live music from local band Lucy at 5:00pm. Then, cosy up for a nostalgic drive-in movie experience featuring `Running on Empty` (1988) after sundown.

Food vans and stalls will be available all day, or take a short stroll to Main Street to refuel at one of Rutherglen’s many cafes, restaurants or hotels before returning to the showgrounds. 

On Sunday, get ready for the Rutherglen Rumble Car Bike Show `n` Shine Meet, incorporating the Deni Shovel Muster and Tattoo Show for some extra excitement.

All funds raised will go to support Gateway Health and Rutherglen Agricultural Society.

It’ll be a roaring good time - see you there! 

📍 Rutherglen Showgrounds, 171 High Street, Rutherglen 
📅 Saturday 6 and Sunday
@caffeine_n_machine








Open
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𝐔𝐧𝐜𝐨𝐯𝐞𝐫𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐑𝐮𝐭𝐡𝐞𝐫𝐠𝐥𝐞𝐧`𝐬 𝐇𝐢𝐝𝐝𝐞𝐧 𝐆𝐞𝐦𝐬

The next time you visit beautiful Rutherglen, make time to discover the ultimate tasting experience at Gooramadda Olives. 

Gooramadda Olives is an agritourism business proudly owned and run by Melanie and Rob, producing award-winning olives, Australian extra virgin olive oils, flavour-infused olive oil dressings, and more. Nestled on a picturesque hill above the Murray River, the established Gooramadda olive trees are joined by a variety of roses, hydrangeas and a small grove of citrus trees used to make homemade jams and marmalades. 

Indulge in the ultimate tasting adventure at the cellar door, a must-visit for olive lovers and non-olive fans. From savoury beer olives to infused olive oil dressings to extra virgin olive oils, they`ve got your gourmet cravings covered. And if that`s not enough, their selection of local cheeses, wines, and assorted local produce will elevate your foodie fantasies. Pack a picnic hamper filled with fine delights and enjoy onsite or by the banks of the Murray River (just ask Melanie and Rob for the best picnic spots nearby).

Gooramadda Olives have been consistently highly awarded at a number of national and international competitions, most recently the Champion Table Olive for their Kalamata Olives at the Sydney Fine Food Awards in 2023. 

Whether you`re a foodie or simply seeking serenity, @gooramadda.olives promises an unforgettable experience.

But 🤫, you didn`t hear it from us!

🕙 Open Saturday 10:00am – 5:00pm, Sunday 10:00am – 3:00pm and weekdays by appointment. (Additional Easter Trading hours include Monday 1 April 10:00am – 1:00pm) 
📍 1468 Gooramadda Road, Rutherglen, Victoria 
📷 @manifeasto_photography








Open
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𝐔𝐧𝐜𝐨𝐯𝐞𝐫𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐑𝐮𝐭𝐡𝐞𝐫𝐠𝐥𝐞𝐧`𝐬 𝐇𝐢𝐝𝐝𝐞𝐧 𝐆𝐞𝐦𝐬

Located in the heart of Rutherglen’s Main Street, Daisy Cow Soap and Skincare is your premier destination for natural soap and skincare products.

Proudly curated by Sue Brian, a passionate certified aromatherapist, Daisy Cow offers a haven for those seeking handcrafted, pure skincare solutions. Each product, from cow’s milk soaps to scented bath bombs, is meticulously formulated and crafted on-site, ensuring the highest quality and authenticity. Sue’s commitment to purity is evident in her exclusive use of essential oils, shunning any artificial fragrancies or undesirable additives. 

Fan favourite products include baby balm, hand & body lotions and a secret blend ambience oil. But the cult favourite product at Daisy Cow is the sought-after Itch Relief cream. Made from cold pressed extra virgin olive oil, bees wax, shea butter and cocoa butter, Itch Relief treats a number of minor ailments including insect bites, sunburn and eczema. It’s so popular, you’ll notice a dedicated tower of Itch Relief piled high when you explore the @daisycowsoap store.

But 🤫, you didn`t hear it from us! 

🕙 Open Wednesday – Friday 9:00am – 4:00pm, Saturday 9:00am – 5:00pm and Sunday 9:00am – 2:00pm
📍 141 Main Street, Rutherglen, Victoria 
📷 @manifeasto_photography








Open
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Planning a last-minute Easter getaway?

Accommodation is still available in beautiful Rutherglen for the Easter long weekend.

Whether you`re seeking a cosy B&B or a spacious house to yourselves, there are a variety of options available.

Contact the Rutherglen Information Centre to best direct your enquiry and secure your perfect spot for a memorable long weekend escape.

Don`t miss out on the chance to experience the charm and hospitality of Rutherglen this Easter. 

🏠 Rutherglen Visitor Information Centre
📧 [email protected] 
☎️ 1800 622 871
📍 57 Main Street, Rutherglen, Victoria








Open
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𝐔𝐧𝐜𝐨𝐯𝐞𝐫𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐑𝐮𝐭𝐡𝐞𝐫𝐠𝐥𝐞𝐧`𝐬 𝐇𝐢𝐝𝐝𝐞𝐧 𝐆𝐞𝐦𝐬

Rutherglen is famous for fortified wines, and Morris of Rutherglen have been making world renowned fortifieds since 1859. But did you know that Morris also crafts unique Australian Single Malt Whisky? 

With a deep respect for tradition and an unbridled passion for innovation, Morris of Rutherglen is on a mission to create a distinct new style of Australian Single Malt Whisky. At the heart of their distillery stands Aurora, a lovingly restored 1930s hybrid copper-pot and column still, named after the princess from Sleeping Beauty.

Morris Whisky is a true reflection of its regional Victorian provenance. Crafted from 100% Australian premium malted barley, it is matured in carefully selected Barossa and Coonawarra wine barrels, which are prepared by hand at the family cooperage. The whisky is then finished in Morris` own fortified wine barrels, imparting distinctive flavours and creating a uniquely Australian whisky experience.

The Morris cellar door and distillery is open seven days a week for tastings with their welcoming and knowledgeable team. Discover a true hidden gem of Rutherglen and embark on a whisky journey like no other at Morris of Rutherglen.

But 🤫, you didn`t hear it from us! 

🕙 Open seven days, 10:00am – 4:00pm 
📍 154 Mia Mia Road, Browns Plains, Victoria 
📷 @manifeasto_photography








Open
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We acknowledge the original custodians of these lands. The people of the rivers and the hills have walked these lands for thousands of years as well as today, and we pay respects to the elders of the past, present and emerging.




















 























































